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We discuss how omni-channel supply chain networks can be structured in terms of facilities, inventory, transportation and 
information to be both cost effective and responsive to customer needs. This requires exploiting the complementary strengths of 
the physical and the online channel to create an omni-channel portfolio that can tailor the fulfillment of each customer request 
based on product and customer characteristics. To be successful, a firm must target price or service conscious customers using 
different channels based on the demand uncertainty, value, and information complexity of the product being sold. In general, the 
physical channel should be used to serve frequent and predictable needs in a cost effective manner. The online channel should be 
used to provide variety and serve sporadic needs at low cost. The physical channel can also serve as a showroom and pickup 
location for the online channel to improve customer service and decrease cost. 
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1. Introduction 

The twenty first century has seen a major transformation in retail around the world. Successful models from the 
late twentieth century such as Borders for selling books, Blockbuster for renting videos, and Circuit City for selling 
consumer electronics have gone out of business. While it may seem at first that changing technology and the growth 
in online retail is responsible for this transformation, a more careful analysis shows that each of the companies cited 
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above was squeezed by a combination of an online and a physical channel. Whereas a decade ago, customers in the 
United States primarily went to an electronics mega store like Circuit City to fulfill all their electronics needs, today 
they are likely to segment the channel they use based on the characteristics of their specific needs. Customers are 
likely to purchase their basic needs from a brick-and-mortar retailer such as Costco while shopping online for a wide 
variety of more niche consumer electronics. The hybrid combination of a physical channel for basic needs and an 
online channel for niche needs, serves customers more effectively than the network of Circuit City stores.  

Omni-channel retailing refers to the use of a variety of channels to interact with customers and fulfill their orders. 
The interaction between a customer and a retailer is primarily in terms of three flows – information, product, and 
funds. We argue that a well-structured omni-channel supply chain can be both cost effective and responsive to 
customer needs by exploiting the complementary strengths that online and brick-and-mortar channels bring to the 
supply chain. The growth in omni-channel retailing is likely to have a significant impact on retail networks and their 
logistics needs in the future. As a result, it is important for firms to be strategic about the design of their supply 
chain network, the form and location of inventories, the modes of transportation used, and the role played by 
information. Our paper provides a framework for structuring and utilizing omni-channel supply chain networks that 
focuses on how the use of different channels affects logistics costs and customer service. 

In this paper we build on the recent work of Bell, Gallino and Moreno (2014) and Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Rahman 
(2013) to provide an omni-channel retail framework that can be used to suitably allocate products and fulfillment 
responsibilities across channels. Our framework also builds on the approach for designing distribution networks 
articulated by Chopra and Van Mieghem (2000), Chopra (2003), and Chopra and Meindl (2016) that highlight the 
fact that the costs and benefits of moving information, product, and funds across the supply chain for different 
industries and product categories can be quite different for the online channel when compared to the brick-and-
mortar channel. Several other researchers have focused on specific aspects of this cost and benefit comparison. For 
example, Brynjolfsson and Smith (2000) discuss how online retailers can reduce search frictions for customers while 
Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Rahman (2013) show why online retailers can be more convenient or offer more product 
variety. Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Simester (2011) show that the increased variety available online results in customers 
being more likely to purchase products in the so-called long tail. Forman, Ghose, and Goldfarb (2009) discuss how 
the physical distance that customers must travel to brick-and-mortar stores affects the tradeoff between online and 
offline purchases. Anderson and Hansen (2009) discuss the issue of product return options and how having such 
options can create value for customers. Avery, Steenburgh, Deighton, and Caravella (2012) discuss the impact of 
brick-and-mortar store introductions on online demand. Neslin and Shankar (2009) provide an overview of customer 
management issues across multiple channels. 

2. The Alternatives in Omni-Channel Retail 

Omni-channel retailing refers to the use of a variety of channels to interact with customers and fulfill their orders. 
The interaction between a customer and a retail channel is primarily in terms of three flows – information, product 
and funds. The retailer provides product and pricing information to the customer who then places an order. The 
order information is used by the retailer to move the product to the customer. Finally, payment is transferred from 
the customer to the retailer. The use of different channels for each flow helps categorize the components of omni-
channel retailing. In particular, information and product flows define channel categories because, in general, the 
channel used for fund flows tends to be the same as the channel used for information flows. 

A retail channel and customer can exchange information and product in a few different ways. Information may be 
exchanged face-to-face as in a retail store or remotely when shopping at an online retailer. Product fulfillment can 
be through a customer pickup or home delivery. The different methods for information and product exchange allow 
us to categorize four alternatives for omni-channel retail as shown in Figure 1 (see Bell, Gallino and Moreno 
(2014)). 
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Fig. 1. Alternatives in omni-channel retail 

Supermarkets, jewelry stores, department stores, and book stores are all examples of traditional retail where a 
customer has a face-to-face interaction with the product and sales people and leaves the store with the product once 
a purchase has been made. Traditional retail tends to have many facilities to be close enough to customers to support 
the face-to-face information exchange and product pick up. These facilities tend to carry a high level of overall 
inventory because product must be stocked at each retail store. As a result, investment in facilities and inventory 
tends to be high for the traditional retail channel. A retail store only has to pay for aggregate inbound transportation 
with the customer managing the last mile. 

An excellent example of the showroom channel is Bonobos, an apparel retailer, whose stores (Bonobos 
Guideshop) “basically don’t sell anything.” These stores serve as showrooms where customers can try different 
styles, get advice from sales people, and also get fitted. These showrooms facilitate a face-to-face information 
exchange but do not carry inventory for customers to purchase. If a customer decides to make a purchase, the 
product is ordered online from the Bonobos website (or at the store). When using a showroom, product can either be 
picked up at the store or delivered at home. The showrooms carry no inventory for sale, thus significantly reducing 
inventory and the size of the store required. Relative to traditional retail, this channel saves on inventory and 
facilities infrastructure but has higher transportation costs. 

Blue Nile is an excellent example of a pure online channel where customers browse online for diamonds and 
jewelry. They place their orders online and have their purchases delivered at home. Aggregation of inventories in a 
few locations allows the online channel to have a much lower investment in facilities and inventory compared to 
traditional retail. Transportation cost, however, tends to be high for home delivery. 

The high cost of home delivery for the online channel has led several players to offer the option of a pickup 
location at a lower price. The presence of a pickup location significantly reduces the outbound transportation cost 
incurred by the online retailer. It does require the customer to travel to the pickup location. A suitable choice of 
pickup location can lower this travel cost if customers can combine order pickup with other activities they naturally 
perform at the location. For example, Walmart allows a “free instore pickup” option where people can shop online 
and pick up the order at the store. This option clearly reduces Walmart’s transportation cost because online orders 
can be shipped to the store along with other products being shipped there. Such an option may also not add much to 
the transportation cost for a customer if he or she is planning to shop at the Walmart store in any case. In the grocery 
industry in U.K., pickup locations now dominate as the channel for online grocery shopping. Grocery retailers such 
as Tesco and ASDA offer a low cost “click & collect” service where customers place their orders online and collect 
them at a pickup location. 
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3. The Strengths and Weaknesses of Each Channel  

A successful supply chain must manage the flow of information, funds, and products to create value for 
customers while generating profits. Customer value may be enhanced by increasing customer convenience, 
providing access to a greater variety of products, improving the responsiveness to customer orders, or reducing the 
price that customers have to pay. A retail channel can be successful only if the value created by the channel exceeds 
the cost incurred in serving the customer. The difference between the value created and the cost incurred by the 
entire supply chain is referred to as the supply chain surplus (see Chopra and Meindl (2016) for a more detailed 
discussion of these ideas). We discuss how different channels impact the supply chain surplus through their 
strengths and weaknesses in terms of meeting customer needs and the logistics costs incurred in doing so. 

3.1. Performance of channels in meeting customer needs 

Customers can pick up physical products at a retail store much quicker than through other channels (if the retail 
store has the product in stock). There is a major effort by companies like Amazon, Instacart, and Google to provide 
home delivery of physical products within an hour or two. Even when charging customers a premium for this 
service, none of the providers have yet managed to be profitable doing so. Retail stores, however, are limited in 
terms of the variety of products they can offer. If customers are willing to remotely access product information, a 
company can offer a much wider selection of products. On its website, Blue Nile offers customers a choice from 
over a hundred thousand diamonds. In contrast, most jewelry retailers carry at most a few hundred diamonds at a 
store. The showroom channel can sometimes offer even greater variety than the online channel for products with a 
significant amount of customization. For example, Indochino, a provider of men’s suits has small showrooms that 
only carry enough inventories so that customers can select fabrics and styles. Customers are fitted in the showrooms 
and the made-to-measure suits are produced offsite at a low cost location. Through the showroom, Indochino is able 
to provide a unique product for each customer.  

3.2. Performance of channels in terms of cost 

We consider the performance of different channels in terms of their cost of inventory, facilities, transportation, 
and information. In terms of logistics costs, each channel represents either a centralized or decentralized structure 
for managing inventories.  

Fig. 2 summarizes the impact of aggregation of facilities and inventories on logistics costs (see Chopra and 
Meindl (2016) for more details). Facility costs decrease on aggregation because of greater economies of scale. 
Inventory costs decrease on aggregation because the underlying demand uncertainty decreases because of pooling. 
Transportation costs increase on aggregation because the increase in outbound distance increases the transportation 
costs incurred for last mile delivery. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Impact of Aggregation on Logistics Costs 
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Traditional retail tends to have the highest inventory costs because inventory must be decentralized in every 
brick-and-mortar location. The online and the showroom channels have lower inventory levels by aggregating 
inventories in a few locations for customers that are willing to wait for delivery. For example, Blue Nile is able to 
aggregate its inventory of diamonds at two warehouses worldwide. Tiffany, in contrast, needs more inventory 
because it must carry a significant portion of its stock at about three hundred retail stores. As a result, Blue Nile 
turns its inventory about ten times faster than Tiffany.  
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introduction of variety until after the customer order is received. Indochino carries very low levels of inventory 
because it starts production of a customized suit only after an order has been placed. Keeping all inventories in the 
form of fabric and components results in significantly less inventory compared to keeping it as finished goods. 
Amazon uses print on demand technology for books that sell in very low volumes, allowing it to reduce inventories. 

Two basic types of facility costs must be included in the analysis: (1) costs related to the physical facilities in a 
network and (2) costs associated with the operations that take place in these facilities. The online channel with home 
delivery is likely to have the lowest facility costs because it can centralize its operations in a few locations. The 
retail channel is likely to have the highest facility costs because it needs many facilities to allow face-to-face 
information exchange and product pickup. For example, whereas Tiffany has about 300 stores, Blue Nile is able to 
ship jewelry and diamonds to its customers from two facilities. Not only does Blue Nile have much lower costs 
related to the physical facilities, it also has much better labor utilization and lower operating costs because of the 
centralization.  

When online orders are filled from stores, however, the costs associated with operations can be higher than usual 
because employees must pick a customer order instead of customers doing so on their own. This increase in costs is 
often hard to justify if customers are unwilling to pay a premium for this service. Macy’s attempt to use its stores to 
fulfill home delivery orders failed largely because of the high cost associated with this approach.  

The showroom channel is likely to have facility costs between the two extremes because it needs smaller and 
fewer facilities than a retail store chain but needs more locations than the online channel. The online channel with 
pickup is likely to have low facility costs if using an existing location for pickup but medium facility costs if it has 
to build new pickup locations. 

For physical products, aggregating inventories increases outbound transportation distance to the end customer. 
Compared to a business with many retail outlets, an online seller with aggregated inventories tends to have higher 
transportation costs per unit because of the increased outbound costs. Whereas the traditional retail channel incurs 
the lowest transportation costs, the showroom and online channel with home delivery incur the highest 
transportation costs because product is shipped from centralized locations. Customer pickup can lower the 
transportation cost for the showroom and online channel to almost the same as traditional retail if volumes are large 
enough. 

The customer incurs the highest transportation cost in traditional retail because the customer manages the last 
mile. In contrast, the customer incurs the lowest transportation cost for the online channel with home delivery 
because product is ordered from home and delivered to her doorstep. For the showroom channel, the customer 
incurs a high cost of visiting the showroom that in some cases may be even further than a typical retail store. The 
location of the pickup location determines the customer’s cost of transportation. For example, Amazon’s decision to 
locate its lockers at Whole Foods stores decreases the cost of transportation for customers who are planning to visit 
the store for other purchases.  

All companies incur costs to build and maintain their information infrastructure. For example, when Amazon 
purchased Zappos, it had to add about 120,000 product descriptions and more than 2 million photographs to its 
website. In general, the investment in information infrastructure is higher for channels that provide information 
remotely and have to track customer orders. The traditional retail channel uses the customer’s ability to experience 
the product physically and then pick it up on her own to reduce the amount they need to invest in information 
infrastructure. This is changing, however, as firms like Fabletics develop sophisticated technologies (referred to as 
OmniCart by the company) that allow store associates to gather very detailed information on customers based on 
items they have tried in fitting rooms. 

The relative costs of the various channels are summarized in Table 1. 
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  Table 1: Relative costs for the omni-channel alternatives 
 Inventory Facilities Transportation 

by retailer 
Transportation 
by customer 

Information 

Traditional Retail 
 

High High Low High Low - Medium 

Showrooms + Home 
Delivery 

Low - Medium Medium High High High 

Online Information + Home 
Delivery 

Low Low High Low High 

Online Information + 
Pickup 

Low - Medium Medium Medium Medium High 

 

4. Competing Successfully with Omni-Channel Retail 

To be successful, a firm must match the strengths of the channel selected with both the characteristics of the 
product sold and the needs of the customer served.  

We characterize products along three dimensions – demand uncertainty, value, and information complexity. 
Value refers to the cost of a unit of product. Demand uncertainty is measured by the coefficient of variation (cv) of 
demand (cv = standard deviation / mean). Demand for toothpaste is relatively predictable and has low uncertainty. 
In contrast, each diamond is unique and it is impossible to predict when a customer will want that particular stone. 
In general, demand uncertainty grows as product variety increases. Product value is typically measured relative to its 
weight or volume. A jug of detergent is a relatively low value product, whereas a diamond is a high value product. 
Information complexity determines the amount of information needed to completely describe a product to a 
customer. A tube of toothpaste can be described with a limited amount of information about the manufacturer and 
quantity. There are aspects of a diamond ring, however, that are hard to describe and many people will want to see 
the ring before a purchase. For these people a diamond has a high level of information complexity that can only be 
resolved once they see the stone. While these three dimensions do not completely characterize a product, we focus 
on them for our framework. 

We characterize customers by their willingness to pay for a variety of service elements such as help with 
product selection, responsiveness, home delivery, or the ability to shop in an upscale environment. Price conscious 
customers will make the effort to select the channel that offers the lowest price even if the service offerings are 
weak. In contrast, service conscious customers are willing to pay a premium if a channel provides them service 
elements that they value. A family with young children may be willing to pay extra to have groceries delivered at 
home. A bride-to-be may value the experience of shopping at an upscale bridal shop where staff helps her try on and 
select her wedding dress.  

To match channels with product characteristics and customer needs, we must determine how changing product 
characteristics affect the three logistics costs for different channels. The two product characteristics we focus on are 
demand uncertainty and the value to weight or volume ratio. The impact of these two characteristics on logistics 
costs is as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Factors affecting impact of aggregation on logistics costs 
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As the cv of product demand decreases, the benefit of aggregating inventory and facilities decreases because the 

benefit of aggregation is proportional to the cv as shown in Fig. 2. For products with very low cv (such as toothpaste 
or detergent), the benefit of aggregation is small in terms of reductions in inventory and facility costs. In contrast, 
the benefit of aggregation is very large for products with a very high cv (such as diamonds). Items with high value 
relative to weight or volume (such as diamonds) tend to have low transportation cost relative to product value. Thus, 
inventory costs tend to play a much larger role than transportation costs for products such as diamonds. In contrast, 
for items with low value relative to weight (such as detergent), transportation costs is a much larger fraction of 
logistics costs than inventory or facility cost.  

We use these principles to identify the relative logistics costs of various channels and characterize the strengths 
of each channel in terms of product characteristics and customer preferences that they are ideally suited to target. 

The traditional retail channel with its decentralized network is ideally suited to provide predictable demand 
products (such as detergent or toothpaste) at a low price. The channel is even more price competitive if the shipping 
cost of the product is high relative to its value (such as for diapers). The channel is also well suited for high 
information complexity products such as apparel that customers want to touch, feel, and see. Given the 
unpredictable demand of fashion apparel, however, traditional retail can best compete in this space if customers are 
willing to pay a premium for the in-store service and the ability to try the product. Traditional retail can be price 
competitive for uncertain demand products if the rate of product return for the online channel is high. 

The showroom channel is ideally suited to compete on price for products with high information complexity, 
unpredictable demand, and high value because it can centralize inventories in the form of raw materials. Fashion 
goods, men’s suits, and expensive cars with lots of options are examples of products that fit this category. The 
presence of the showroom allows customers to experience the product in person. The absence of inventory at the 
showroom allows the supply chain to operate with low levels of inventory, thus lowering cost. In many instances, 
the absence of local inventory allows the supply chain to produce the product to order at lower cost facilities (often 
in low cost locations). High fashion and luxury products seem to be well suited for the showroom channel. 

The online information with home delivery channel is ideally suited to compete on price for products with 
unpredictable demand and low information complexity (such as books that are not best sellers). This channel 
becomes even more price competitive if shipping cost for the product is low relative to its value (which is often the 
case for high value products). For predictable demand products such as diapers and detergent, this channel has high 
costs but can compete for customers who are willing to pay a premium for the convenience of home delivery. 

The online information with pickup channel is an ideal complement to the home delivery channel because it has a 
lower delivery cost. It becomes more price competitive than the home delivery channel for products with 
unpredictable demand and low information complexity. The pickup option can also allow the online channel to 
become more price competitive for predictable demand products such as groceries and consumer packaged goods. 

Tables 2 - 4 summarize how different channels can best compete based on product characteristics and customer 
needs. 

 
  Table 2: Competing for products with different uncertainty 

 Predictable demand (low cv) product Unpredictable demand (high cv) product 
Traditional Retail 
 

Compete on price Compete on service for high information 
complexity products 

Showrooms + Home 
Delivery 

Not suitable Compete on price and variety for high 
information complexity products 

Online Information + 
Home Delivery 

Compete on service Compete on price and variety 

Online Information + 
Pickup 

Compete on ability to provide some service 
at a lower price 

More competitive on price than home delivery 
option 
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Table 3: Competing for products with different value 
 Low value/weight or volume product High value/weight or volume product 
Traditional Retail 
 

Compete on price for products with 
predictable demand  

Compete on service for products with uncertain 
demand and high information complexity 

Showrooms + Home 
Delivery 

Compete on high variety at reasonable price 
for high information complexity products 

Compete on price for customizable, high 
information complexity products 

Online Information + 
Home Delivery 

Compete on service Compete on price and variety 

Online Information + 
Pickup 

Compete on ability to provide some service 
at a lower price 

More competitive on price than home delivery 
option 

 
 

Table 4: Competing for products with different information complexity 
 Low information complexity High information complexity 
Traditional Retail 
 

Compete on price for predictable 
demand products 

Compete on service for products with uncertain 
demand  

Showrooms + Home 
Delivery 

Not suitable Compete on price for products with uncertain 
demand  

Online Information + 
Home Delivery 

Compete on price for products with 
uncertain demand  

Compete on price and service in terms of variety 
and availability for products with uncertain demand  

Online Information + 
Pickup 

Compete on price for products with 
uncertain demand  

A slightly cheaper option to compete on service in 
terms of variety and availability for products with 
uncertain demand  

 

5. How the Future May Impact Omni-Channel Retail 

Across most products today, customers are already being served by parts of the omni-channel portfolio. For 
example, groceries can be purchased at a supermarket, ordered online for home delivery, or ordered online to be 
picked up at a pickup location. A key question is the share of customer demand met by each channel in this 
portfolio. As the share changes, the investment by retailers in facilities, inventory, transportation, and information 
will change. In the future, the relative share of each channel will be impacted by the evolution of the following 
factors: 

 
 Customer preferences 
 Experiential technologies 
 Production technologies 
 Transportation technologies 

There are two key dimensions of customer preference that are likely to impact the omni-channel portfolio – 
convenience and instant gratification. We consider convenience in the form of how much effort customers are 
willing to put in order to reduce the cost and environmental impact of a purchase. Instant gratification is considered 
in terms of how long customers are willing to wait to get a product.  

The more customers value convenience over cost and environmental impact, the greater the share that the online 
information and home delivery channel is likely to capture because it requires the least effort from the customer in 
terms of travel. Such a scenario will result in greater overall spending on transportation and information while 
reducing the spending on facilities and inventory. If customers are willing to put in more effort to reduce cost and 
environmental impact, the online information with pickup option is likely to gain greater share for standard products 
while the showroom option is likely to gain market share for high value, customizable products. 

If customers increase their desire for instant gratification, channels will have to locate closer to the customer and 
provide quick home delivery. Such an outcome will increase spending on inventory, facilities and transportation. 
This scenario is likely to result in the highest transportation costs because quick last-mile delivery limits the ability 
to aggregate orders onto a single vehicle. The impact of customer preferences is summarized in Table 5. 
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will change. In the future, the relative share of each channel will be impacted by the evolution of the following 
factors: 
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There are two key dimensions of customer preference that are likely to impact the omni-channel portfolio – 
convenience and instant gratification. We consider convenience in the form of how much effort customers are 
willing to put in order to reduce the cost and environmental impact of a purchase. Instant gratification is considered 
in terms of how long customers are willing to wait to get a product.  

The more customers value convenience over cost and environmental impact, the greater the share that the online 
information and home delivery channel is likely to capture because it requires the least effort from the customer in 
terms of travel. Such a scenario will result in greater overall spending on transportation and information while 
reducing the spending on facilities and inventory. If customers are willing to put in more effort to reduce cost and 
environmental impact, the online information with pickup option is likely to gain greater share for standard products 
while the showroom option is likely to gain market share for high value, customizable products. 

If customers increase their desire for instant gratification, channels will have to locate closer to the customer and 
provide quick home delivery. Such an outcome will increase spending on inventory, facilities and transportation. 
This scenario is likely to result in the highest transportation costs because quick last-mile delivery limits the ability 
to aggregate orders onto a single vehicle. The impact of customer preferences is summarized in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Impact of customer preferences on omni-channel retail 
Customer preferences High value for convenience Willing to put some effort 
Instant gratification Online information + home delivery will grow 

with quick delivery options.  
Channels using pickup locations are likely to gain 
greater share, especially for products with low cv. 

Willing to wait Online information + home delivery will grow 
with standard delivery options. 

Channels using pickup locations will gain share for 
products with low cv. Channels using showrooms 
will gain share for high value, customizable 
products. 

 
A major challenge for any online channel arises when customers want to touch, feel and see the product. This is 

rarely the case for standard products like detergent but is often the case for high value products like designer 
clothing or jewellery and somewhat customized products like shoes. Such products have a complex set of 
information content, and physical contact allows the customer to fully understand the product. For designer clothing, 
a customer may want to know how it fits and looks on her body. For shoes, a customer may want to know how the 
shoe feels on his foot. At present, the typical way customers can fully experience such products is through a face-to-
face interaction with the product. This favours the traditional retail channel. For customers that value convenience, 
online players like Zappos send customers multiple shoes and accept the return of any product that the customer 
does not want. For such products, traditional retail has high inventory and facility costs while online players like 
Zappos that facilitate returns have high transportation costs. 

From a cost perspective, products like shoes, designer clothing and jewellery are best held in centralized 
locations because of the significant savings in inventory and facility costs upon aggregation. If experiential 
technologies using virtual reality get to a point where a customer can try on a shoe, apparel or jewellery virtually, 
online channels using pickup locations or home delivery are likely to grow significantly for such products. The 
growth of experiential technologies has the potential to reduce transportation costs for a company like Zappos and 
make it a very strong competitor in terms of both cost and its ability to provide a wide variety of shoes. The growth 
of experiential technologies also has the potential to eliminate the need for physical locations to carry expensive 
apparel or jewellery. The impact of experiential technologies on the omni-channel portfolio is summarized in Table 
6. 

 
Table 6: Impact of experiential technologies on omni-channel retail 

Weak experiential technology Very strong experiential technology 
Favours traditional retail or an online channel like Zappos 
with significant returns to sell high value and high variety 
products. 

Favours the online channel with pickup locations (for price 
conscious customers) and home delivery (for convenience 
conscious customers). 

 
A key characteristic of production technologies that influence the omni-channel portfolio for products with a lot 

of customization and variety is the time taken to customize a product. An example of this impact is evident in the 
paint industry. Twenty years ago, paint was produced in final form at large factories and shipped in cans by colour 
to retail stores. This resulted in a large amount of inventory and square footage dedicated to the paint department 
because cans of every colour were held in inventory. Today, paint retailers have mixers that quickly create the final 
colour of the product as per customer demand. Inventory is held in the form of base paint which is mixed on demand 
to the colour required by a customer. The local presence of this production technology has allowed retailers to 
reduce inventories and space dedicated to paint. It has also allowed them to reduce inbound transportation costs 
because a predictable amount of a standard product (base paint) is now being transported to stores. 

Besides availability, the cost of flexible production technologies (such as 3-D printing) will have a large impact 
on the omni-channel portfolio. The cheaper these production technologies become, the more likely they are to be 
decentralized into traditional retail stores, allowing retailers to provide highly customized products at locations close 
to customers. The more expensive these technologies are (or the more limited their available capacity), the more 
centralized production will have to be, favouring channels with home delivery or pickup locations. An example of 
this difference is in the men’s suits market where Indochino has tailoring done in a centralized low cost location 
rather than having tailors at every showroom. Given the high cost of tailoring capacity in the U.S., it would be very 
expensive for Indochino to have tailors in every showroom. If very inexpensive tailoring was locally available, it is 
likely that customers could be served better with production available inside the showrooms. For example, in India, 
department stores carry pants that are separated by waist size but not by inseam length. Tailors onsite customize the 
inseam length for each individual customer. The availability of low cost tailoring capacity to customize length onsite 
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allows department stores in India to significantly reduce the inventory and space dedicated to pants. The impact of 
the customization capability of production technologies on the omni-channel portfolio is summarized in Table 7. 

 
Table 7: Impact of production technologies on omni-channel retail 

Poor customization capability or expensive production technology Inexpensive production technology with 
customization capability 

Favours centralized production with home delivery or pickup if 
remote information is effective. Favours centralized production and 
traditional retail (but with high investment in inventory and facilities) 
if face-to-face information is required.  

Favours local production with showrooms or 
traditional retail. This structure only requires 
transportation of raw materials to the sales site. 

 
Autonomous vehicles on the road are likely to make transportation quicker, cheaper, and more predictable 

because these vehicles can easily be operated for 24 hours each day at a steady speed. Autonomous vehicles are 
likely to benefit aggregate deliveries to a much greater extent than individual home deliveries. Aggregate deliveries 
for inbound shipping for all retail options could become much quicker and cheaper with autonomous road vehicles.  

Autonomous vehicles in the air, or drones, have the potential to play a more significant role for home delivery, 
especially where the customer places a high premium on getting the product quickly. If flying a drone requires an 
individual to be dedicated to this effort, the cost of drone delivery will be too high to attract a significant customer 
base. If the regulatory framework allows drones to be managed without individual supervision, drones could 
effectively provide speedy home delivery. 

6. Conclusion  

Given the complementary strengths of the various channels, firms must develop an omni-channel capability 
where they use the appropriate channel based on the product characteristics and customer needs. An omni-channel 
portfolio can allow firms to improve their cost position while enhancing the set of customer needs served. The key 
to success will be a firm’s ability to be agile enough to match the strengths of the channel used to fulfill each 
customer request with the characteristics of the product purchased and the needs of the customer being served. 
Building an appropriate omni-channel portfolio will require a significant change in the supply chain and logistics 
network for most firms. The appropriate portfolio is likely to be influenced by the evolution in customer preferences 
as well as experiential, production, and transportation technologies. 
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Table 5: Impact of customer preferences on omni-channel retail 
Customer preferences High value for convenience Willing to put some effort 
Instant gratification Online information + home delivery will grow 

with quick delivery options.  
Channels using pickup locations are likely to gain 
greater share, especially for products with low cv. 

Willing to wait Online information + home delivery will grow 
with standard delivery options. 

Channels using pickup locations will gain share for 
products with low cv. Channels using showrooms 
will gain share for high value, customizable 
products. 

 
A major challenge for any online channel arises when customers want to touch, feel and see the product. This is 

rarely the case for standard products like detergent but is often the case for high value products like designer 
clothing or jewellery and somewhat customized products like shoes. Such products have a complex set of 
information content, and physical contact allows the customer to fully understand the product. For designer clothing, 
a customer may want to know how it fits and looks on her body. For shoes, a customer may want to know how the 
shoe feels on his foot. At present, the typical way customers can fully experience such products is through a face-to-
face interaction with the product. This favours the traditional retail channel. For customers that value convenience, 
online players like Zappos send customers multiple shoes and accept the return of any product that the customer 
does not want. For such products, traditional retail has high inventory and facility costs while online players like 
Zappos that facilitate returns have high transportation costs. 

From a cost perspective, products like shoes, designer clothing and jewellery are best held in centralized 
locations because of the significant savings in inventory and facility costs upon aggregation. If experiential 
technologies using virtual reality get to a point where a customer can try on a shoe, apparel or jewellery virtually, 
online channels using pickup locations or home delivery are likely to grow significantly for such products. The 
growth of experiential technologies has the potential to reduce transportation costs for a company like Zappos and 
make it a very strong competitor in terms of both cost and its ability to provide a wide variety of shoes. The growth 
of experiential technologies also has the potential to eliminate the need for physical locations to carry expensive 
apparel or jewellery. The impact of experiential technologies on the omni-channel portfolio is summarized in Table 
6. 

 
Table 6: Impact of experiential technologies on omni-channel retail 

Weak experiential technology Very strong experiential technology 
Favours traditional retail or an online channel like Zappos 
with significant returns to sell high value and high variety 
products. 

Favours the online channel with pickup locations (for price 
conscious customers) and home delivery (for convenience 
conscious customers). 

 
A key characteristic of production technologies that influence the omni-channel portfolio for products with a lot 

of customization and variety is the time taken to customize a product. An example of this impact is evident in the 
paint industry. Twenty years ago, paint was produced in final form at large factories and shipped in cans by colour 
to retail stores. This resulted in a large amount of inventory and square footage dedicated to the paint department 
because cans of every colour were held in inventory. Today, paint retailers have mixers that quickly create the final 
colour of the product as per customer demand. Inventory is held in the form of base paint which is mixed on demand 
to the colour required by a customer. The local presence of this production technology has allowed retailers to 
reduce inventories and space dedicated to paint. It has also allowed them to reduce inbound transportation costs 
because a predictable amount of a standard product (base paint) is now being transported to stores. 

Besides availability, the cost of flexible production technologies (such as 3-D printing) will have a large impact 
on the omni-channel portfolio. The cheaper these production technologies become, the more likely they are to be 
decentralized into traditional retail stores, allowing retailers to provide highly customized products at locations close 
to customers. The more expensive these technologies are (or the more limited their available capacity), the more 
centralized production will have to be, favouring channels with home delivery or pickup locations. An example of 
this difference is in the men’s suits market where Indochino has tailoring done in a centralized low cost location 
rather than having tailors at every showroom. Given the high cost of tailoring capacity in the U.S., it would be very 
expensive for Indochino to have tailors in every showroom. If very inexpensive tailoring was locally available, it is 
likely that customers could be served better with production available inside the showrooms. For example, in India, 
department stores carry pants that are separated by waist size but not by inseam length. Tailors onsite customize the 
inseam length for each individual customer. The availability of low cost tailoring capacity to customize length onsite 
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allows department stores in India to significantly reduce the inventory and space dedicated to pants. The impact of 
the customization capability of production technologies on the omni-channel portfolio is summarized in Table 7. 

 
Table 7: Impact of production technologies on omni-channel retail 

Poor customization capability or expensive production technology Inexpensive production technology with 
customization capability 

Favours centralized production with home delivery or pickup if 
remote information is effective. Favours centralized production and 
traditional retail (but with high investment in inventory and facilities) 
if face-to-face information is required.  

Favours local production with showrooms or 
traditional retail. This structure only requires 
transportation of raw materials to the sales site. 

 
Autonomous vehicles on the road are likely to make transportation quicker, cheaper, and more predictable 

because these vehicles can easily be operated for 24 hours each day at a steady speed. Autonomous vehicles are 
likely to benefit aggregate deliveries to a much greater extent than individual home deliveries. Aggregate deliveries 
for inbound shipping for all retail options could become much quicker and cheaper with autonomous road vehicles.  

Autonomous vehicles in the air, or drones, have the potential to play a more significant role for home delivery, 
especially where the customer places a high premium on getting the product quickly. If flying a drone requires an 
individual to be dedicated to this effort, the cost of drone delivery will be too high to attract a significant customer 
base. If the regulatory framework allows drones to be managed without individual supervision, drones could 
effectively provide speedy home delivery. 

6. Conclusion  

Given the complementary strengths of the various channels, firms must develop an omni-channel capability 
where they use the appropriate channel based on the product characteristics and customer needs. An omni-channel 
portfolio can allow firms to improve their cost position while enhancing the set of customer needs served. The key 
to success will be a firm’s ability to be agile enough to match the strengths of the channel used to fulfill each 
customer request with the characteristics of the product purchased and the needs of the customer being served. 
Building an appropriate omni-channel portfolio will require a significant change in the supply chain and logistics 
network for most firms. The appropriate portfolio is likely to be influenced by the evolution in customer preferences 
as well as experiential, production, and transportation technologies. 
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